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THERMO CUSTOM FITTING PROGRAM

THERMO CUSTOM FITTING
PROGRAM
CUSTOM THERMO FIT LINER [ CTF ]
To lead, one must innovate—and DEELUXE’s Custom Thermo Fit liner
charges into the future. With fresh technology and a sophisticated
design, it makes its debut as the best custom fit liner in the game.
With a precisely tailored anatomical design and an advanced perforated foam, it cradles the contours of your foot while maximizing
performance. For the perfect blend of warmth and breathability,
the perforated foam also aids in regulating temperature. The Heel
Harness Pro and its exoskeleton deliver an unrivaled fit at the ankle
and exceptional support. And thanks to a deep heel pocket and an
ankle zone with mesh that’s especially grippy, the Custom Thermo Fit
liner provides unsurpassed heelhold. To customize the liner’s fit even
further, it can be thermomolded with DEELUXE’s Liner Precision Fit
Pads. No wonder the Custom Thermo Fit Liner stands to be a favorite
among riders and bootfitters alike. Reimagine what’s possible with
DEELUXE’s Custom Thermo Fit liner.

ITEM–NR.		
SIZE
COLOR

532103-1000/9110
21.0–33.0
BLACK

STAGE 3 LINER

STAGE 2 LINER

When it’s time to elevate your game, lace up with DEELUXE’s Stage 3
liner. To maximize comfort and performance, it sports a design inspired by DEELUXE’s legendary Thermo Flex liner, which previously served
as the gold standard in snowboarding for thermomoldable boots.
Raising the bar even higher, the Stage 3 liner offers an excellent fit
straight out of the box and can easily be thermomolded at your local
DEELUXE dealer for a truly custom fit. For enhanced comfort, the
liner also features a roomier toe box with a four-way-stretch material
that can be thermomolded with or without toe caps. And to further
boost performance, the liner’s external heel harness cradles your foot
to provide exceptional heelhold and quick and secure lacing. Drop in
and never look back with DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner.

OVEN 220 V / 110 V

Consider it love at first sight — or first fit. With an emphasis on
comfort, DEELUXE’s Stage 2 liner offers an unsurpassed out-of-the
box fit. Inspired by DEELUXE’s iconic Comfort Flex liner, it sports a
fresh highback shape to enhance heelhold and performance. And for
a custom fit, the liner can also be thermomolded. Whether it’s your
first day of the season or your hundredth, the Stage 2 liner shares
your passion and fuels your progression.

FOOT MEASUREMENT
For a perfect fit, use our oven
to heat mold liners. Place liners
in the oven and heat it to 110 °C
(230 °F). As the liners cool, fit
them to your feet. They will
retain this form.

STAGE 4 LINER [ S4 ]

OVEN 220 V
OVEN 110 V
SIZE
UNIT

FLEX BOOSTER

Hold nothing back with DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner. Featured in some
of the finest boots in our collection, this premium liner delivers an
unprecedented out-of-the-box fit. With a precisely tailored anatomical design and a refined heel pocket, the liner hugs the contours of
your foot while maximizing performance. An external heel harness
further cradles your foot while providing exceptional heelhold, as
well as quick and secure lacing. For additional comfort, the Stage 4
liner sports a roomier toe box with a four-way stretch material.
The freshly-designed back panel further enhances the liner’s fit while
optimizing support. And for an unsurpassed custom fit, the liner
can be thermofitted—with or without toe caps. Unleash your potential
with DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner.

Available as an accessory, the Flex Booster strengthens a boot’s
tongue, creating a stiffer flex while offering additional support. It
can also prolong the life of a boot by restoring or enhancing its flex.
Thanks to a progressive design, it provides greater resistance as it
bends, optimizing support and protection — especially from harsh
landings. As icing on the cake, the Flex Booster enables you to modify a boot’s flex for specific adventures — be that reinforcing the
flex of a jib boot to slay kickers or transforming a freestyle boot
into a banked slalom hero. You don’t need gym shorts to appreciate
this flex.

ITEM–NR.
SIZE
COLOR

FLEX BOOSTER 1K
FLEX BOOSTER 2K
FLEX BOOSTER 3K

532104-1000/9110
21.0–33.0
BLACK

532111-1000/9110		
532112-1000/9110
532113-1000/9110

COLOR				

S/M/L
S/M/L
S/M/L
BLACK

FIT SET

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
UNIT

561130-1000/9080
561135-1000/9080
52 x 37 x 45 CM
1 PIECE

TOE CAPS

53415-1000/9110
BLACK
SET

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
UNIT

541702-1000/9110
BLACK
SET

ITEM–NR.
UNIT

591790-1000/3
1 PIECE

LINER PRECISION
FIT PADS

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
UNIT

541760-1000/9110
BLACK
SET

HEEL HARNESS
PRO

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
SIZE

532110-1000/9010
BLUE
S/M/L
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AD
VENTURE

COLLECTION 22.23

ADVENTURE

MODEL

COLOR

XV

BLACK

XV

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

BACKCOUNTRY REVOLUTION
The backcountry is the perfect canvas for pushing boundaries—especially
when it comes to developing boots. Guided by this belief, we’ve worked with
Xavier de Le Rue to reimagine his signature model—and the result is nothing
short of revolutionary. Built around a new hiking last, the XV features a significantly smaller footprint, a lighter design, and a neutral profile optimized for

new feature

new feature

new feature

XLS
Pro

Stay On
Track
SyStem

DEEP DAYS
MEMBRANE

skinning, hiking, and riding. For unrivaled traction, the boot also boasts a
Vibram Eastridge sole. And to ensure it can withstand the harshest conditions, the XV features TPU welding throughout the shell, a rubber rand that

BACKCOUNTRY LINER (BC)

protects the front of the boot, and an innovative waterproof and breathable
membrane. Drop in and never look back with DEELUXE’s XV.
ITEM-NR.

BC 	572202-1000/9110

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

BC 	23.0-31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

NEW
MODEL

7 |10
STIFF

X AVIER DE LE RUE
SIGNATURE
MODEL

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

18

19
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ADVENTURE

MODEL

COLOR

SPARK XV

BLACK

SPARK XV

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

THE BACKCOUNTRY BENCHMARK
Since making its debut a decade ago, the Spark XV has served as the benchmark for backcountry boots. Developed and continually refined by Xavier de
Le Rue, this legendary boot offers exceptional support, lively boardfeel, and
precise control for hiking, skinning, and riding. And although the Spark XV
is designed to handle the most extreme conditions in the backcountry, it
excels in any terrain. To further enhance the boot’s signature performance,
we’ve infused the Spark XV with our tried and tested Stage 4 liner, Freeride
Tongue, and a rubber toe cap that maximizes durability. Make no compro-

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

mises with the Spark XV.

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

ITEM-NR.

CTF		572205-1000/9110
S4		572203-1000/9110

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF 	23.0–31.0
S4 		23.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

STIFF

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

X AVIER DE LE RUE
SIGNATURE
MODEL

7+ |10

20

21
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ADVENTURE

MODEL

COLOR

X-PLORER

MIDNIGHT DESERT

X-PLORER

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

REFINED TRAILBLAZER
The best turns are the ones you earn. And when it’s time to break trail, the
X-plorer gives you exceptional support for both the way up and the ride down.
It’s also complemented by a Stage 4 liner and a Freeride Tongue, which
provide a truly custom fit. Combining the best of both worlds, the X-plorer’s
traditional laces offer a classic ride and appearance while the boot’s BOA®
Fit System allows you to quickly and effortlessly attain a precise fit in the
heel and ankle area. And for superior traction on cold and icy surfaces, it
sports a Vibram Eastridge sole. It’s no wonder the boot landed on the 2021-

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

2022 Whitelines 100, which honors the best snowboard gear of the season.

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

Whether venturing to new peaks or just your backyard, stake your claim with
the X-plorer.

ITEM-NR.

CTF 	572216-1000/9180
S4 		572217-1000/9180

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF 	24.0–31.0
S4 		24.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

6+ |10

SOFT

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

NEW
DESIGN

STIFF

22

23

25
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ALL
MOUNTAIN
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A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

EDGE PRO

MIDNIGHT

EDGE PRO

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

SUPER CHARGED
When it’s time to go full throttle, the Edge Pro holds nothing back. For exceptional power and control, this all mountain freestyle boot sports an entirely new silhouette. For a truly custom fit, the Edge Pro features DEELUXE’s
Stage 4 liner and a fully padded Freeride Tongue. A new collar design further
enhances support while the boot’s new Sidekick Pro technology uses a highfrequency welding process to fuse lateral and medial reinforcing elements
to the boot’s shell. This provides faster edge-to-edge transitions and better
pop when ollieing. For even greater comfort and control, this high-perfor-

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

mance boot uses our L3 lacing way with speed lacing to cradle the foot and

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

calf plus a BOA® Fit System to lock down the ankle and heel. And thanks to
our Battle sole, the boot maximizes boardfeel while providing advanced cush-

ITEM-NR.

ioning for protection from impacts. Raise the bar—and your expectations—

CTF		572204-1000/9001
S4 		572206-1000/9001

with the Edge Pro.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF		24.0–30.5
S4		24.0-30.5

FLE X R ATE

10+ |10

SOFT

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

NEW
DESIGN

STIFF

26

27

COLLECTION 22.23

A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

DEEMON L3 BOA

COCARD

COCARD APPROVED

DEEMON L3 BOA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

new feature

L3 BoA®

Through the years, the Deemon has emerged as DEELUXE’s all mountain flagship boot. No wonder it’s Brandon Cocard’s boot of choice. For his signature
model, DEELUXE teamed up with Brandon to create a murdered-out colorway
that also sports an embossed skull on the boot’s collar. DEELUXE’s Double
Back offers additional protection from binding abrasions and boosts control
and precision. The boot also features a fully customizable BOA® Fit System
that uses a proprietary configuration found exclusively on the Deemon L3 BOA.
For riders who want additional support or simply love the DEELUXE Power

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

Strap, the Deemon L3 BOA incorporates a fixture at the back of the boot that

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

enables it to be easily paired with an optional Power Strap that DEELUXE
offers as a separate accessory. The Deemon L3 BOA not only landed a spot on

ITEM-NR.

the 2021-2022 Whitelines 100—which honors the best snowboard gear of

CTF 	572211-1000/9253
S4		572212-1000/9253

the season—but it was also selected as the Whitelines Choice Winner for the
Best Freeride Boot.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF 	22.0–31.0
S4		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

STIFF

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

BRANDON COCARD
SIGNATURE
MODEL

8+ |10

28

29

COLLECTION 22.23

A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

DEEMON L3 BOA

TARMAC

AWARD-WINNING ALL MOUNTAIN DESTROYER

DEEMON L3 BOA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

new feature

L3 BoA®

Through the years, the Deemon has emerged as DEELUXE’s all mountain flagship boot. With the perfect blend of comfort and response, it’s at home in
any terrain. DEELUXE’s Double Back offers additional protection from binding
abrasions and boosts control and precision. The boot also sports a fully
customizable BOA® Fit System that uses a proprietary configuration found
exclusively on the Deemon L3 BOA. For riders who want additional support
or simply love the DEELUXE Power Strap, the Deemon L3 BOA incorporates
a fixture at the back of the boot that enables it to be easily paired with an

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

optional Power Strap that DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory.

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

The Deemon L3 BOA not only landed a spot on the 2021-2022 Whitelines
100—which honors the best snowboard gear of the season—but it was also

ITEM-NR.

selected as the Whitelines Choice Winner for the Best Freeride Boot.

CTF 	572109-1000/8612
S4		572110-1000/8612

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF 	22.0–31.0
S4		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

8+ |10
STIFF
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UNISEX

30

31
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A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

FORMATIVE

ELIAS

FORMATIVE

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

BUILT FOR THE FUTURE
Elias Elhardt is nothing short of a visionary. And his signature boot, the
Formative, is a testament to his fresh perspective and deep commitment to
progression. With the goal of reducing the Formative’s impact on the environment, DEELUXE worked with Elias to reimagine how boots are constructed—without compromising their performance. The Formative’s streamlined
design requires less resources and its shell contains Rise by Bloom, which replaces a significant portion of the traditional EVA required for footwear foam.
Rise is a bio-based foam derived from algae harvested from compromised

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

ecosystems. For a truly custom fit, the boot sports DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner
and Freeride Tongue. True to Elias’s focus on relentless refinement, we aim to
continually evolve the Formative, using it as a means to pioneer fresh techno-

ITEM-NR.

logy that reduces our impact on the environment. Tread lightly and ride into

S4		572221-1000/9256

the future with the Formative.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S4		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

NEW
MODEL

7+ |10
STIFF

ELIAS ELHARDT
S I G N AT U R E
MODEL

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

32

33

COLLECTION 22.23

A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

ARE th RIN

DESERT

AREth RIN

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

ABOUT ARETH

Since 2001, ARE th has quietly forged its own path in

KAZU’S CHOICE

Japan—and beyond. Guided by a deep commitment
to clean design, the brand has earned a reputation for
crafting footwear that’s as authentic as it is original.

Whether it’s a crisp method, a fresh pow slash, or a creative line through

And with a down-to-earth approach, AREth inspires

the trees, the best riding comes from the soul. United by this belief, DEELUXE

others to live bravely and creatively.

and ARE th have teamed up to create the ARE th Rin. Armed with a classic appearance, it pairs clean design with rich materials and sophisticated technology. And thanks to its ability to ride any terrain, it’s Kazu Kokubo’s boot
of choice. Combining the best of both worlds, its traditional laces offer a
timeless look and familiar feel while the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you
to quickly and effortlessly secure your ankle and heel. The boot’s Stage 3 liner

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

provides a truly custom fit while its Remedy sole offers exceptional traction
and cushioning. Inspired by the boot’s refined design and impressive performance, Japan’s Freerun magazine honored the ARE th Rin as one of the top

ITEM-NR.

picks in the freeride category of its 2021-2022 Best Gear Awards. If your

S3		572219-1000/9018

riding comes from within, consider the ARE th Rin your soulmate.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0-31.0

FLE X R ATE

4 |10

SOFT

NEW
DESIGN

STIFF

DESIGNED
BY A RE t h

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

34

35

COLLECTION 22.23

A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

EMPIRE

BLACK

EMPIRE

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

A CLASSIC PERFECTED
If the entire mountain is your domain, the Empire awaits you. Loved and
revered for its asymmetrical flex construction, this all mountain boot provides a truly unique riding experience. Whether you’re dropping into a
banked slalom, dodging rocks in a chute, or ripping through the trees on a pow
day, the Empire excels at making turns that are as quick as they are smooth.
The Empire is also the boot of choice for Japanese pipe prodigy Yuto Totsuka,
who has landed atop the podium at the X-Games, World Championships,
and many other contests across the globe. For a truly custom fit that delivers

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

maximum comfort, the Empire showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner. A Free-

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

ride Tongue enhances durability and enables riders to further customize
the boot’s flex. And as a testament to its legendary performance, Japan’s

ITEM-NR.

Freerun magazine honored the Empire with a Best Gear Award, naming it the

CTF 	572208-1000/9110
S4		572209-1000/9110

best freeride boot of 2021-2022.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF 	21.0–31.0
S4		21.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

8+ |10
STIFF
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UNISEX

36

37
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A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

EMPIRE

WHITE

EMPIRE

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

A CLASSIC PERFECTED
If the entire mountain is your domain, the Empire awaits you. Loved and
revered for its asymmetrical flex construction, this all mountain boot provides a truly unique riding experience. Whether you’re dropping into a
banked slalom, dodging rocks in a chute, or ripping through the trees on a pow
day, the Empire excels at making turns that are as quick as they are smooth.
The Empire is also the boot of choice for Japanese pipe prodigy Yuto Totsuka,
who has landed atop the podium at the X-Games, World Championships,
and many other contests across the globe. For a truly custom fit that delivers

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

maximum comfort, the Empire showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner. A Free-

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

ride Tongue enhances durability and enables riders to further customize
the boot’s flex. And as a testament to its legendary performance, Japan’s

ITEM-NR.

Freerun magazine honored the Empire with a Best Gear Award, naming it the

CTF 	572208-1000/9140
S4		572209-1000/9140

best freeride boot of 2021-2022.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF 	21.0–31.0
S4		21.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

8+ |10
STIFF
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UNISEX

38

39

COLLECTION 22.23

A L L M O U N TA I N

MODEL

COLOR

DEEMON

COCARD

DEEMON

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

COCARD APPROVED
Through the years, the Deemon has emerged as DEELUXE’s all mountain
flagship boot. With the perfect blend of comfort and response, it’s at home in
any terrain. No wonder it’s Brandon Cocard’s boot of choice. For his signature
model, DEELUXE teamed up with Brandon to create a murdered-out colorway
that also sports an embossed skull on the boot’s collar. A sophisticated flex
window provides a smooth and consistent riding experience while a rubber
print throughout the ankle zone enhances the durability of this iconic boot.
DEELUXE’s Double Back offers additional protection from binding abrasions

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

and boosts control and precision. And to further maximize performance and

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

comfort, the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner and Freeride Tongue,
which provide a truly custom fit. Destroy the entire mountain with the best

ITEM-NR.

Deemon ever.

CTF		572214-1000/9253
S4		572215-1000/9253

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF		22.0–31.0
S4		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

STIFF

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

BRANDON COCARD
SIGNATURE
MODEL

8+ |10

40

41

43
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FREE
STYLE
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FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

ID DUAL BOA

BLACK

ID DUAL BOA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

LOCKED AND LOADED
Through the years, riders across the globe have turned to the ID as their go-to
boot. And by now pairing it with the BOA® Fit System, we’ve given them all the
more reason to love this iconic model. Two BOA® dials allow you to independently adjust the upper and lower zones of the boot, maximizing performance
and comfort. The boot also showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle
Tongue, which provide a truly custom fit. And for riders who want additional
support or simply love the DEELUXE Power Strap, the ID features a fixture at
the back of the boot that enables it to be easily paired with an optional Power

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Strap, which DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory. This further maximizes
control and response to boost your confidence. It comes as no surprise that
this boot was chosen for the Whitelines 100 Award when it made its debut

ITEM-NR.

and has been celebrated by riders across the globe ever since. No matter

S3		572115-1000/9110

the terrain or the conditions, the ID Dual BOA elevates your game.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0–33.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

5+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

44

45

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

ID DUAL BOA

WHITE

ID DUAL BOA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

LOCKED AND LOADED
Through the years, riders across the globe have turned to the ID as their go-to
boot. And by now pairing it with the BOA® Fit System, we’ve given them all the
more reason to love this iconic model. Two BOA® dials allow you to independently adjust the upper and lower zones of the boot, maximizing performance
and comfort. The boot also showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle
Tongue, which provide a truly custom fit. And for riders who want additional
support or simply love the DEELUXE Power Strap, the ID features a fixture at
the back of the boot that enables it to be easily paired with an optional Power

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Strap, which DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory. This further maximizes
control and response to boost your confidence. It comes as no surprise that
this boot was chosen for the Whitelines 100 Award when it made its debut

ITEM-NR.

and has been celebrated by riders across the globe ever since. No matter

S3		572115-1000/9140

the terrain or the conditions, the ID Dual BOA elevates your game.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

5+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

46

47

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

ID DUAL BOA

IVORY

ID DUAL BOA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

LOCKED AND LOADED
Through the years, riders across the globe have turned to the ID as their go-to
boot. And by now pairing it with the BOA® Fit System, we’ve given them all the
more reason to love this iconic model. Two BOA® dials allow you to independently adjust the upper and lower zones of the boot, maximizing performance
and comfort. The boot also showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle
Tongue, which provide a truly custom fit. And for riders who want additional
support or simply love the DEELUXE Power Strap, the ID features a fixture at
the back of the boot that enables it to be easily paired with an optional Power

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Strap, which DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory. This further maximizes
control and response to boost your confidence. It comes as no surprise that
this boot was chosen for the Whitelines 100 Award when it made its debut

ITEM-NR.

and has been celebrated by riders across the globe ever since. No matter

S3		572223-1000/1146

the terrain or the conditions, the ID Dual BOA elevates your game.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0-31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

5+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

48

49

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

TEAM ID LTD.

ICE

T E A M ID LT D .

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

TEAM FAVORITE
Ride in good company with DEELUXE’s TeamID LTD. This limited edition of the
TeamID features a double Power Strap and a team-inspired colorway that pairs
a translucent ice-themed sole with reflective prints. Thanks to its mid-soft
flex, this freestyle boot is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort
but still demand support. Equipped with L3 lacing—our most advanced and
versatile speed lacing system—the Team ID offers enhanced heelhold and exceptional board control. Its grippy Skate Flex sole further improves boardfeel.
And for a truly custom fit, the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

Freestyle Tongue. In addition to being celebrated among our team riders,

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Japan’s Freerun magazine honored the TeamID LTD with a Best Gear Award,
naming it the best freestyle boot of 2021-2022. Lace up the TeamID and send

ITEM-NR.

it with style.

CTF		572224-1000/3800
S3		572225-1000/3800

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF		22.0–31.0
S3		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

6+ |10

SOFT

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

LIMITED
EDITION

STIFF

50

51

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

TEAM ID LTD. LARA

ICE

T E A M ID LT D . L A R A

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

TEAM FAVORITE
Some things are too good to ignore—like the TeamID Lara. Through the years,
it’s garnered tremendous attention and emerged as a favorite among our
female riders. This limited edition of the TeamID Lara features a double Power
Strap and a team-inspired colorway that pairs a translucent ice-themed sole
with reflective prints. Its L3 lacing—which is DEELUXE’s most advanced
and versatile speed lacing system—provides exceptional board control and
heelhold. Especially grippy, its Skate Flex sole delivers incredible boardfeel.
And to further maximize comfort and performance, we’ve infused the TeamID

CUSTOM THERMO FIT
LINER (CTF)

Lara LTD with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. It’s no wonder Whitelines

STAGE 4 LINER (S 4)

Magazine has previously honored this boot as the Best Women’s Boot of the
Year. Drop into comfort and send it with style.

ITEM-NR.

CTF		572240-2000/3800
S3		572241-2000/3800

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

CTF		21.0–28.0
S3		21.0–28.0

FLE X R ATE

6+ |10

SOFT

WOMEN
SPECIFIC

COLLECTION 22 . 23

LIMITED
EDITION

STIFF

52

53

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

TEAM ID LTD.

KB

T E A M ID LT D .

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

KEVIN BACKSTROM
Whether he’s slaying kickers, boosting side hits, or buttering knuckles, Kevin
Backstrom oozes style. Yet his creativity transcends the snow, as he’s also a
gifted designer. We gave Kevin the chance to reimagine his favorite DEELUXE
model—the TeamID—to develop his second signature colorway. With a nod
to the past, the boot sports a retro-inspired logo and reflective highlights
for additional pop. With a mid-soft flex, this freestyle boot is perfect for
riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand support. Equipped
with L3 lacing—our most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—the

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Team ID LTD KB offers enhanced heelhold and exceptional board control. Its
grippy Skate Flex sole further improves boardfeel. And for a truly custom fit,
the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. With no

ITEM-NR.

shortage of style, the Team LTD KB is worthy of its namesake—and worthy

S3		572225-1000/4019

ID

of your feet.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

LIMITED
EDITION

5+ |10
STIFF

KB
S I G N AT U R E
MODEL

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

54

55

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

TEAM ID

ESSENTIAL BLACK

T E A M ID

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

TEAM FAVORITE
As versatile as it is dependable, the TeamID is a freestyle fiend. With a mid-soft
flex, this freestyle boot is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort
but still demand support. For a crisp appearance, it sports a classic all-black
colorway with reflective highlight prints. Equipped with L3 lacing—our most
advanced and versatile speed lacing system—the TeamID offers enhanced heelhold and exceptional board control. Its grippy Skate Flex sole further improves
boardfeel. And for a truly custom fit, the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner
and Freestyle Tongue. No wonder, it’s quickly become the boot of choice among

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

DEELUXE team riders. Lace up the TeamID and send it with style.
ITEM-NR.

S3		572227-1000/9081

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

5+ |10

SOFT

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

NEW
DESIGN

STIFF

56

57

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

TEAM ID LARA

ESSENTIAL BLACK

T E A M ID L A R A

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

TEAM FAVORITE
Some things are too good to ignore—like the TeamID Lara. Through the years,
it’s garnered tremendous attention and emerged as a favorite among our
female riders. With a mid-soft flex, this freestyle boot is perfect for riders who
want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand support. For a crisp appearance,
it sports a classic all-black colorway with reflective highlight prints. The TeamID
Lara’s L3 lacing—which is DEELUXE’s most advanced and versatile speed lacing
system—provides exceptional board control and heelhold. Especially grippy, its
Skate Flex sole delivers incredible boardfeel. And to further maximize comfort

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

and performance, we’ve infused the TeamID Lara LTD with our Stage 3 liner and
Freestyle Tongue. It’s no wonder Whitelines Magazine has previously honored
this boot as the Best Women’s Boot of the Year. Drop into comfort and send it

ITEM-NR.

with style.

S3		572243-2000/9081

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		21.0–28.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

5+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

WOMEN
SPECIFIC

58

59

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

ID

IVORY

ID

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
Since its inception, the ID has been a team favorite—and one of our bestselling boots. By blending a timeless design with inspired technology,
it provides exceptional comfort and performance from first chair to last.
The ID’s Pro Flex construction creates the perfect blend of flex and stability while its grippy Skate Flex sole offers enhanced boardfeel. The boot’s
Sidekick technology uses two reinforcing elements—one lateral and one
medial—to maximize the transmission of power. This allows you to transition from edge-to-edge faster and delivers a snappier ride, giving you

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

better pop when ollieing. And for a truly custom fit, the boot features
DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. It’s no wonder Japan’s
Freerun magazine honored it with a Best Gear Award, naming it one of the

ITEM-NR.

best freestyle boots of 2021-2022. Slay the whole mountain with the ID.

S3		572229-1000/1146

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

5+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

60

61

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

ID

RED BEAN

ID

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
Since its inception, the ID has been a team favorite—and one of our bestselling boots. By blending a timeless design with inspired technology,
it provides exceptional comfort and performance from first chair to last.
The ID’s Pro Flex construction creates the perfect blend of flex and stability while its grippy Skate Flex sole offers enhanced boardfeel. The boot’s
Sidekick technology uses two reinforcing elements—one lateral and one
medial—to maximize the transmission of power. This allows you to transition from edge-to-edge faster and delivers a snappier ride, giving you

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

better pop when ollieing. And for a truly custom fit, the boot features
DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. It’s no wonder Japan’s
Freerun magazine honored it with a Best Gear Award, naming it one of the

ITEM-NR.

best freestyle boots of 2021-2022. Slay the whole mountain with the ID.

S3		572229-1000/9141

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

5+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

62

63

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

ID LARA

GREY MINERAL

ID LARA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
Female-driven and park-proven, the ID Lara blends a timeless design with
inspired technology. No wonder the ID series is a favorite among our team
riders. Thanks to a construction based around a softer shell, it provides an
unrivaled fit. For the perfect combination of flex and stability, the ID Lara
sports DEELUXE’s Pro Flex construction while its grippy Skate Flex sole enhances boardfeel. To further boost performance and comfort, we’ve infused
the ID Lara with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. Get ready to hide
these from your friends.

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

ITEM-NR.

S3		572247-2000/3301

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		21.0–28.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

4+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

WOMEN
SPECIFIC

64

65

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

ID LARA

HAPPY CLOUD

ID LARA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
Female-driven and park-proven, the ID Lara blends a timeless design with
inspired technology. No wonder the ID series is a favorite among our team
riders. Thanks to a construction based around a softer shell, it provides an
unrivaled fit. For the perfect combination of flex and stability, the ID Lara
sports DEELUXE’s Pro Flex construction while its grippy Skate Flex sole enhances boardfeel. To further boost performance and comfort, we’ve infused
the ID Lara with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. And for some additional style, the Happy Cloud colorway allows you to customize the boot’s

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

appearance with a range of removable patches. Get ready to hide these
from your friends.
ITEM-NR.

S3		572247-2000/9114

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S3		21.0–28.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

4+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

WOMEN
SPECIFIC

66

67

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

DNA

JUICE

DNA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

GET HOOKED
With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA is the freshest addition to DEELUXE’s freestyle line. With a slightly softer flex, the DNA
pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great
day slaying the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best
of both worlds, its traditional laces offer a classic ride and appearance while
the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly and effortlessly attain a
precise fit in the heel and ankle area. A Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin to further enhance response. Especially thin, the DNA’s

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate Flex sole to
directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. The DNA is so comfortable
you might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.

ITEM-NR.

S2		572123-1000/8503

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S2		22.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

4+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

68

69

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

DNA

PLAYER

DNA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

GET HOOKED
With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA is the freshest addition to DEELUXE’s freestyle line. With a slightly softer flex, the DNA
pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great
day slaying the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best
of both worlds, its traditional laces offer a classic ride and appearance while
the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly and effortlessly attain a
precise fit in the heel and ankle area. A Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin to further enhance response. Especially thin, the DNA’s

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate Flex sole to
directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. The DNA is so comfortable
you might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.

ITEM-NR.

S2		572231-1000/3481

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S2		21.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

4+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

70

71

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

DNA

PASTEL

DNA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

GET HOOKED
With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA is the freshest addition to DEELUXE’s freestyle line. With a slightly softer flex, the DNA
pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great
day slaying the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best
of both worlds, its traditional laces offer a classic ride and appearance while
the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly and effortlessly attain a
precise fit in the heel and ankle area. A Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin to further enhance response. Especially thin, the DNA’s

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate Flex sole to
directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. The DNA is so comfortable
you might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.

ITEM-NR.

S2		572231-1000/3400

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S2		21.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

4+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

72

73

COLLECTION 22.23

FREESTYLE

MODEL

COLOR

DNA

TEAM WHITE

DNA

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

GET HOOKED
With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA is the freshest addition to DEELUXE’s freestyle line. With a slightly softer flex, the DNA
pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great
day slaying the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best
of both worlds, its traditional laces offer a classic ride and appearance while
the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly and effortlessly attain a
precise fit in the heel and ankle area. A Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin to further enhance response. Especially thin, the DNA’s

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate Flex sole to
directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. The DNA is so comfortable
you might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.

ITEM-NR.

S2		572231-1000/4023

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S2		21.0–31.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

4+ |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

74

75

77

COLLECTION 22 . 23

KIDS

COLLECTION 22.23
MODEL

ROUGH
DIAMOND

KIDS
COLOR

BLACK

ROUGH DIAMOND

TECHNOLOGY

AVAIL ABLE LINERS

NEXT GENERATION
The Rough Diamond channels DEELUXE’s legendary quality and technology
into a kid-specific design and construction. It also delivers no shortage of
style thanks to the legendary artwork of former DEELUXE pro TJ Schneider.
Especially easy to get in and out of, the boot features DEELUXE’s tried and
tested Power Strap and the BOA® Fit System for a fast, effortless, precision
fit. Its tried and tested Stage 1 liner offers plenty of comfort and warmth so
STAGE 1 LINER (S1)

kids can enjoy the slopes even longer. The Rough Diamond is also designed
to accommodate a grom’s rapid growth. Because the BOA® Fit System and
Stage 1 liner cradle the contours of the foot especially well and provide exceptional heelhold, we recommend purchasing the Rough Diamond one size
larger than a child’s current boot size. This affords room to grow without com-

ITEM-NR.

S1		572029-3000/9110

promising the boot’s fit or performance.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S1		 16.0–22.0; 22.5–25.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

2 |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

DESIGNED
BY TJ
SCHNEIDER

78

79

81

COLLECTION 22 . 23

POWSURF

COLLECTION 22.23

EVOLUTION

MODEL

COLOR

FOOTLOOSE 2

BLACK

FOOTLOOSE 2

TECHNOLOGY

NEXT LEVEL POWSURFING
At DEELUXE, we’re guided by a commitment to continual refinement. And
this is especially evident in the Footloose 2.0. After debuting the world’s
first boot dedicated to powsurfing and noboarding—the Footloose—to rave
reviews, we immediately began soliciting feedback from the powsurf community on how we can evolve the boot and further support those who love
to ride without bindings. This led to the creation of the Footloose 2.0, a boot
born from a desire to bring a completely new look and feel to powsurfing.
It sports a proven powsurf-specific liner that enhances both foothold and
mobility, affording better board control and making it especially easy to
initiate smooth turns. We’ve also repositioned the lacing for even greater heelhold. And a double-lasted toe cap boosts durability while offering additional

ITEM-NR.

grip for those looking to ollie and infuse their riding with skate-inspired tricks.

562100-1000/9110

Welcome to a completely new powsurfing experience.

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

FL		 5; 6.0–13.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

2 |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

82

83

85

COLLECTION 22 . 23

RENTAL

COLLECTION 22.23

R E N TA L
MODEL

RENTAL BOA
FOCUS

COLOR

BLACK

RENTAL PROG R AM

TECHNOLOGY

RENTAL ROYALTY
Great days begin with the Rental Boa Focus. Whether you’re lapping the
bunny hill or exploring the entire mountain, it’s a true partner in progression. Exceptionally rugged and reliable, this premium rental boot maximizes
comfort and performance using the same sophisticated technology found
throughout our entire collection. Two BOA® dials allow you to independently
adjust the upper and lower zones of the boot to refine its fit and improve
control. Built to last—and excel—the Rental Boa Focus amplifies your fun
and accel-erates your progression.
ITEM-NR.

572085-1000/9110

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

20.0–33.0

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

6 |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

86

87

COLLECTION 22.23

R E N TA L
COLOR

ALPHA BOA C3 R

BLACK

TECHNOLOGY

MODEL

COLOR

GAMMA BOA R1

BLACK

ITEM-NR.

572086-1000/9110

571287-1000/9110

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

22.0–33.0

20.0–33.0

SOFT

5 |10

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

STIFF

UNISEX
COLOR

DELTA BOA R

BLACK

MODEL

COLOR

OMEGA LACE R

BLACK

ITEM-NR.

571185-1000/9110

571385-1000/9110

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

22.0–33.0

20.0–33.0

UNISEX

STIFF

TECHNOLOGY

ITEM-NR.

SOFT

2 |10

UNISEX

TECHNOLOGY

FLE X R ATE

88

TECHNOLOGY

ITEM-NR.

FLE X R ATE

MODEL

RENTAL PROG R AM

3 |10
STIFF

FLE X R ATE

SOFT

2 |10
STIFF

COLLECTION 22 . 23

MODEL

UNISEX

89

91

COLLECTION 22 . 23

ALPINE

ALPINE
MODEL

COLOR

TRACK 700

BLACK

ALPINE

TECHNOLOGY

CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS
It’s time to demand more from a boot—and luckily, the Track 700 is here to

5-Step-ForwardLean-System

Intec Adapter

Powerstrap

Ankle Cable

Micro Adjustment
System

help. Designed for riders who want performance in a fluid yet firm flex, it
sports an asymmetrical shell with screwed canting and buckles. The Track 700

ITEM-NR.

T-DEL		 551703-1000/9110
TF			 551704-1000/9110
PF			 551705-1000/9110

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

T-DEL		 24.0–30.0
TF			 24.0–30.0
PF			 24.0–30.5

A LPINE F LE X R ATE

SOFT

18 |20
STIFF

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

is ready to stand atop the podium.

93

COLLECTION 22.23

ALPINE

MODEL

COLOR

TRACK 425 PRO

PETROL

TECHNOLOGY

REFINED RACEHORSE
For those who crave speed, the Track 425 Pro is your partner in crime. This

COLOR

TRACK 325

BLACK / WHITE

ALPINE

TECHNOLOGY

RULE IT ALL
5-Step-ForwardLean-System

Intec Adapter

Micro Adjustment
System

racehorse sports a symmetrical shell for maximum support and an aggres-

Sometimes, one boot does it all. Both weekend warriors and racers looking

5-Step-ForwardLean-System

Intec Adapter

Micro Adjustment
System

for a forgiving flex back the Track 325. Thanks to a range of optional tongues,

sive feel. Its Booster strap, extra stiff race tongue, and four aluminum buckles provide exceptional leverage and response. Get ready to attack with the

MODEL

you can customize the boot for a stiffer flex. With the Track 325, it’s always
Powerstrap

Ankle Cable

a good time to ride.

Ankle Cable

Track 425 Pro.

ITEM-NR.

ITEM-NR.

T-DEL		 551814-1000/1058
TF			 551815-1000/1058
PF			 551816-1000/1058

TF		551710-1000/9400
PF		551711-1000/9400

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

T-DEL 23.0–31.0
TF			 23.0–31.0
PF			 23.0–31.0

TF		22.0–31.0
PF		22.0–31.5

A LPINE F LE X R ATE

SOFT

STIFF

A LPINE F LE X R ATE

SOFT

16 |20
STIFF

UNISEX

COLLECTION 22 . 23

UNISEX

19 |20

94

95

COLLECTION 22.23
MODEL

DLX
CONNECTOR

ALPINE
COLOR

ALPINE SERIES

ACCESSORIES

BLACK

DEL 141 THERMO
FLEX LINER

HB THERMO FLEX
LINER

OVEN 220 / 110 V

FOOT
MEASUREMENT

ITEM-NR.

541900-1000/9110

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

S/M/L

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
SIZE

53820-1000/1507
GREY
22.0 - 31.0

DLX INTEC
ADAPTER

MODEL

DLX INTEC
CONNECTOR

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
SIZE

531710-1000/9110
BLACK
22.0 - 31.0

TOE CAPS

OVEN 220 V
OVEN 110 V
SIZE
UNIT

561130-1000/9080
561135-1000/9080
52 x 37 x 45 CM
1 PIECE

LINER PRECISION
FIT PADS

ITEM–NR.
UNIT

591790-1000/3
1 PIECE

LACE TRIM /
HEEL HARNESS

COLOR

BLACK

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
SIZE

ITEM-NR.

541901-1000/9110

541902-1000/9110
BLACK
ONE SIZE

PRO TONGUE 70+
TRACK 425/325/225

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
UNIT

541702-1000/9110
BLACK
SET

RACE TONGUE 62
TRACK 700

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
UNIT

541760-1000/9110
BLACK
SET

RACE TONGUE 62
TRACK 425/325/225

ITEM–NR.
SIZE

53500-1000/9110
S/M/L

BOOSTER STRAP

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
SIZE
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501503-1000/9250
ORANGE
S/M/L

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
SIZE

501100-1000/9080
RED
S/M/L

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
SIZE

501105-1000/9110
BLACK
S/M/L

ITEM–NR.
COLOR
UNIT

501501-1000/3935
BLACK /ORANGE
1 PAIR
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M/L
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AFTER
HOUR

AFTERHOUR
MODEL

COLOR

ROYAL

BLACK

ITEM-NR.

561800-1000/9110

The Royal is ready to ascend the throne. With a clean appearance and
embossed detailing, this après boot delivers no shortage of style. Whether

AVAIL ABLE SIZES

trekking through town or simply kicking back after shredding, the Royal is

5.0; 6.0; 7.0; 7.5–13.0

COLLECTION 22 . 23

fit for a king.
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SOFT
GOODS

SOFTGOODS

L

L

L

L

XL

XL

XL

XL

XXL

XXL

XXL

XXL

#SNOWBOARDINGISOURID
591984-1000/9110
100 % COTTON
BLACK

XS
S

M

M

L

L

XL

XL

GOAT
592100-1000/9140
65 % POLYESTER, 35 % COTTON
WHITE

HOODIE
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

LONGSLEEVE
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

#SNOWBOARDINGISOURID
591984-1000/4023
100 % COTTON
TEAM WHITE

T-SHIRT
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

CI LOGO
592102-1000/4023
100 % COTTON
TEAM WHITE

GOAT
592100-1000/3121
65 % POLYESTER, 35 % COTTON
LEEMON

96 TEAM BEANIE
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

LOGO
850329-1000/9110
70 % POLYESTER, 30 % COTTON
BLACK

96 TEAM CAP
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

LOGO
850330-1000/8544
70 % POLYESTER, 30 % COTTON
CHARCOAL
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LONGSLEEVE
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

SIZES

M

SIZES
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M

SIZES

HOODIE
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

S

M

591982-1000/9110
65 % POLYESTER, 35 % COTTON
BLACK

S

S

XS

M

#SNOWBOARDINGISOURID

XS

S

XS

SIZES

HOODIE
ITEM–NR.
FABRICS
COLOR

XS

SIZES

S

SIZES

XS
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Stage 1 Liner

Stage 2 Liner

L ACE SMART ®

Powerstrap

L1

LINER

L2

The DEELUXE Liner Concept
Stage 3 Liner

L3

Stage 4 Liner

L3 Boa
new feature

L3 BoA®

Boa® Fit System

Traditional Lacing

L ACE SMART ®
Girl Power
Handle

FLEX CONSTRUCTION
Custom Flex

Pro Flex

Asym Flex

Sidekick

Carve Flex

Stage 1
The next generation of riders deserve the best—
and DEELUXE is here to help. Designed specifically
for children’s feet, our Stage 1 liner offers exceptional comfort and performance straight out of the
box. It also keeps feet incredibly warm. And with a
design that’s as simple as it is elegant, this liner
makes it especially easy for kids to put on and take
off their boots. Thanks to DEELUXE’s Stage 1 liner,
groms can keep smiling and progressing from first
chair to last.

Free Flex

Cosmic Flex

Stage 2
Consider it love at first sight—or first fit. With an
emphasis on comfort, DEELUXE’s Stage 2 liner
offers an unsurpassed out-of-the box fit. Inspired
by DEELUXE’s iconic Comfort Flex liner, it sports a
fresh highback shape to enhance heelhold and performance. And for a custom fit, the liner can also
be thermomolded. Whether it’s your first day of the
season or your hundredth, the Stage 2 liner shares
your passion and fuels your progression.

Sidekick Pro

Stage 3
When it’s time to elevate your game, lace up with
DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner. To maximize comfort and
performance, it sports a design inspired by DEELUXE’s
legendary Thermo Flex liner, which previously served as the gold standard in snowboarding for thermomoldable boots. Raising the bar even higher, the
Stage 3 liner offers an excellent fit straight out
of the box and can easily be thermomolded at your
local DEELUXE dealer for a truly custom fit. For enhanced comfort, the liner also features a roomier
toe box with a four-way-stretch material that can
be thermomolded with or without toe caps. And to
further boost performance, the liner’s external heel
harness cradles your foot to provide exceptional
heelhold and quick and secure lacing. Drop in and
never look back with DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner.

SHELL
CONSTRUCTION
Thermoblock

FLEX CONSTRUCTION

SOLES
Vibram Sole
D-Tex
Membrane

Battle Sole

SHELL
CONSTRUCTION
Extra Long
Stride System Pro

Flex Booster

Deep Days
Membran

Rockguard

new feature

XLS
Pro

new feature

DEEP DAYS
MEMBRANE

Remedy Sole
Backbone

Skate Flex Sole

Jib Tongue

Freestyle Tongue

Stay on Strack
System
new feature

Backwelt

Stay On
Track
SyStem

Rise by Bloom
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Whether you’re sessioning the streets, lapping
the bunny hill, or dropping first descents, your
boots play an essential role in shaping your time on
the snow—and your liners serve as the foundation
of it all. Guided by this belief, we’ve leveraged our
experience pioneering and continually refining
thermo custom fitting to completely reimagine the
philosophy, design, and construction of our liners.
Combining the best of both worlds, all of DEELUXE’s
adult liners are thermomoldable while also offering
our legendary out-of-the-box comfort. And each
liner is purpose-driven and tailored to a distinct
riding style, perfectly complementing the diverse
boots in our collection. It’s time to demand more—
elevate your game and your expectations with
DEELUXE’s innovative liners.

Slytech

Freeride Tongue

Backwelt

Stage 4
Hold nothing back with DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner.
Featured in some of the finest boots in our collection,
this premium liner delivers an unprecedented outof-the-box fit. With a precisely tailored anatomical
design and a refined heel pocket, the liner hugs
the contours of your foot while maximizing performance. An external heel harness further cradles
your foot while providing exceptional heelhold,
as well as quick and secure lacing. For additional
comfort, the Stage 4 liner sports a roomier toe box
with a four-way stretch material. The freshly-designed back panel further enhances the liner’s fit
while optimizing support. And for an unsurpassed
custom fit, the liner can be thermofitted—with
or without toe caps. Unleash your potential with
DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner.
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Custom Thermo Fit Liner
To lead, one must innovate—and DEELUXE’s Custom
Thermo Fit liner charges into the future. With fresh
technology and a sophisticated design, it makes
its debut as the best custom fit liner in the game.
With a precisely tailored anatomical design and an
advanced perforated foam, it cradles the contours
of your foot while maximizing performance. For
the perfect blend of warmth and breathability, the
perforated foam also aids in regulating temperature. The Heel Harness Pro and its exoskeleton
deliver an unrivaled fit at the ankle and exceptional
support. And thanks to a deep heel pocket and an
ankle zone with mesh that’s especially grippy, the
Custom Thermo Fit liner provides unsurpassed
heelhold. To customize the liner’s fit even further,
it can be thermomolded with DEELUXE’s Liner
Precision Fit Pads. No wonder the Custom Thermo
Fit Liner stands to be a favorite among riders and
bootfitters alike. Reimagine what’s possible with
DEELUXE’s Custom Thermo Fit liner.
Heel Harness Pro
DEELUXE’s Heel Harness Pro enables your heel and
ankle to transmit maximum power and efficiently
initiate turns. Available as an accessory, this
super-charged Heel Harness and its exoskeleton
deliver an unrivaled fit at the ankle area, exceptional support, and unsurpassed heelhold. Whereas
ankle closures integrated into a boot’s shell or liner
allocate pressure in a single zone, this external
heel harness enfolds the entire ankle area for exceptional comfort and performance. Be one with your
boots—lace up with DEELUXE’s Heel Harness Pro and
take your riding to the next level.

LACING
Traditional Lacing
Traditional lacing provides a classic look and feel.
L1
The L1 lacing system provides a quick and easy
way to close and adjust your boots. One handle, one
clasp, and one pull is all it takes.
L2
The L2 lacing system not only provides a quick and
easy way to secure your boots, it also helps you
precisely adjust two separate lacing zones—the
foot and the calf. One handle and clasp close the
upper part of the boot while another handle and
clasp close the lower part. A pull on each handle
secures your foot, allowing you to powerfully and
precisely transfer energy to your board.
L3
Our most advanced and versatile speed lacing
system provides three different lacing zones using
two clasps and two handles. One handle allows the
boot to cradle your foot and calf while the other
handle secures the ankle and heel. Thanks to these
separate zones, the boot anchors your heel for a
refined fit that enhances energy transmission.
BOA ® Fit System
Dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit with the
BOA ® Fit System, which delivers more explosive
action and unparalleled accuracy. Boots with a dual
zone BOA ® configuration provide zonal adjustability so you can create a truly customized fit for
even longer days on the hill. The BOA ® Fit System
is engineered with high quality, durable materials
and rigorously field tested—guaranteed to perform
under the toughest conditions.

L3 BOA ®
Consider it a match made in heaven—or at least on
the snow. To create a next-level fit that’s especially precise, we’ve teamed up with BOA ® to develop
our new L3 BOA ®. This fresh design combines
the advantages of our proven L3 lacing system
with the signature performance of the BOA ® Fit
System. Thanks to this revolutionary pairing of L3
and BOA ®, you can separately and precisely adjust
the foot and calf area of your boot with one dial
and secure the ankle and heel area with a second
dial lightning fast. Powerful and precise, the L3
BOA ® delivers exceptional performance without
compromising comfort. Throw down in confidence
with the L3 BOA ®.
Girl Power Handles
Especially convenient and easy to operate, DEELUXE’s
Girl Power handles are the perfect complement to
the lacing systems on our women’s boots. These reinforced handles allow you to adjust a boot’s fit and
performance with minimal effort.
Power Strap
This strap provides extra support for your shin to
enhance your boot’s response.

FLEX & TONGUES
Flex Construction
Your boots should complement your riding. Guided
by this belief, we created our Flex Construction.
Each boot we make features a design and flex that
is carefully tailored to a specific riding style.
This ensures that no matter how you approach the
mountain, your heels stay snugly in place and your
boots effectively transfer power.
Flex Rate
This system evaluates a boot’s flex—the higher the
number, the stiffer the boot.
Custom Flex
Thanks to two separate flex zones at the ankle,
this design provides complete control of the boot’s
flex and ensures your heel stays locked in place.
Asym Flex
This design pairs a stiffer flex on the outside of the
boot with a softer flex on its inside for the perfect
blend of power and comfort. It also improves edgeto-edge transitions and control while reducing
strain on the knees. The Asym Flex provides a truly
unique riding experience.
Carve Flex
Additional reinforcements in the ankle area stiffen the boot’s flex, making it ideal for progressive
freestyle and powerful carving.
Pro Flex
Designed for freestylers who demand premium
performance, this construction creates a defined
flex zone in the boot’s joint area. This eliminates
bulging and maximizes support, creating the perfect blend of flex and stability.
Free Flex
Thanks to forefoot and shaft panels that overlap
near the heel of the shell, this construction creates a supportive, surf-like flex.
Cosmic Flex
Designed for bindingless riding, this flex offers an
unrivaled range of motion. Free your feet and surf
the snow.
Backbone
This reinforced panel cradles the back of the boot
to maximize durability and enhance response.

Sidekick
You don’t need to fight crime to appreciate DEELUXE’s
Sidekick. The Sidekick uses two reinforcing elements—
one lateral and one medial—to maximize the transmission of power. This allows you to transition from
edge to edge faster and provides a snappier ride,
giving you better pop when ollieing. And by offering
additional security, it reduces the likelihood of rolling
your ankle.
Sidekick Pro
It’s time to meet your new partner in progression—
DEELUXE’s Sidekick Pro. Building on the success of
the Sidekick, this supercharged version uses a highfrequency welding process to fuse lateral and medial
reinforcing elements to the boot’s shell. This creates
an especially snappy ride that provides lightning-fast
transitions from edge to edge and exceptional pop
when ollieing. And by offering additional security, it reduces the likelihood of rolling your ankle. When it’s time
to charge hard, the Sidekick Pro loves to throw down
Double Back
Good things are worth doubling down on—for proof,
look no further than DEELUXE’s Double Back. This
reinforced rubber highback at the boot’s heel zone
enhances durability by offering protection from
binding abrasions. It also stiffens the boot to boost
response and adheres better to a binding’s highback. By improving the interface between the boot
and binding, the Double Back reduces movement
between them, offering greater control and precision. Don’t look back—just charge forward with
DEELUXE’s Double Back.

The DEELUXE Tongue Flex Concept
A boot’s tongue plays a crucial role in shaping its
flex—yet it’s often overlooked. To maximize performance and comfort, we’ve completely redesigned the tongue of our boots, tailoring them to the
terrain and riding style for which each model is
designed. With a nod to skate shoes—which offer
a slew of tongue and padding options to meet one’s
personal preferences—we’ve carefully developed
each tongue around the unique demands of our
boots and the riders who rock them.
Jib Tongue
Lean and mean, DEELUXE’s Jib Tongue is at home in
the park and the streets, yet it’s also perfect for
anyone seeking an incredibly precise and responsive ride. Especially thin, this deconstructedstyle tongue offers maximum power transfer
and a direct boot-to-binding connection. Its clean
appearance is perfectly paired with traditional laces, yet the tongue excels with any lacing system.
And to enable you to further customize your boot’s
flex, the Jib Tongue has a single-position pocket
that can accommodate an optional Flex Booster.
Whether locking in your boardslides or boosting
your ollies, the Jib Tongue delivers the power and
precision you need to take your riding to the next
level.
Freestyle Tongue
As versatile as it is dependable, DEELUXE’s Freestyle Tongue is the perfect choice for riders who
view the entire mountain as their playground.
Armed with a classic appearance and medium
padding, it offers a precise boot-to-binding
interface and effectively transmits power while
also enhancing dampening. And to enable you to
further tailor your boot’s flex to your riding style,
it sports a single-position pocket for an optional
Flex Booster. Kickers, side hits, and rails—the
Freestyle Tongue can handle it all.
Freeride Tongue

DEELUXE’s Freeride Tongue is a smooth operator.
Especially plush, it maximizes comfort and cushioning while also enhancing durability. At home
exploring the entire mountain, it loves to lay
down turns that are especially smooth. And for
a truly custom ride, the Freeride Tongue sports
a three-position pocket that can accommodate
an optional Flex Booster. This enables you to
personalize the flex of your boot and tailor it to
be either symmetrical or asymmetrical. Make
your mark all over the mountain with DEELUXE’s
Freeride Tongue.
Flex Booster
Available as an accessory, the Flex Booster
strengthens a boot’s tongue, creating a stiffer flex
while offering additional support. It can also prolong the life of a boot by restoring or enhancing its
flex. Thanks to a progressive design, it provides
greater resistance as it bends, optimizing support
and protection—especially from harsh landings.
As icing on the cake, the Flex Booster enables you
to modify a boot’s flex for specific adventures—be
that reinforcing the flex of a jib boot to slay kickers
or transforming a freestyle boot into a banked slalom hero. You don’t need gym shorts to appreciate
this flex.
Flex Booster 1K
FLEX RATE +1
Firm yet somewhat forgiving, the Flex Booster 1K
enables you to customize a boot’s flex and support.
It makes a boot slightly stiffer and more responsive by increasing its flex rating by one point. Forget
the gym—get the results you need with the Flex
Booster 1K.
Flex Booster 2K
FLEX RATE +2
Thanks to its stiffer flex, the Flex Booster 2K enhances a boot’s support and response significantly
by increasing its flex rating by two points. With the
Flex Booster 2K, you can enhance your performance—
without breaking the law.
Flex Booster 3K
FLEX RATE +3
Especially stiff, the Flex Booster 3K makes a boot
incredibly supportive and exceptionally responsive
by increasing its flex rating by three points. Skip
the gym and ditch the weights—the Flex Booster 3K
is all you need to max out your ride.

SHELL CONSTRUCTION
XLS Pro
Make no compromises—that’s the motto of DEELUXE’s
XLS Pro system. Designed to excel at hiking,
skinning, and riding, it features two BOA ® dials that
allow you to independently adjust the upper and
lower zones of the boot. This zonal fit creates both
a hike and a ride mode—and ensures you can readily
transition between them. When ascending, unlock
the upper BOA ® dial to allow your leg to move within
the boot. This, combined with a flexible flap on the
back, maximizes your range of motion and affords
the comfort of a hiking boot. And when it’s time to
ride, lock both BOA ® dials for exceptional control
and response. There’s no better way to get up—and
get down—than DEELUXE’s XLS Pro system.
Stay on Track System
Thanks to DEELUXE’s Stay on Track system, there’s
no need to shun sidehilling. Armed with a lateral
and a medial reinforcing element, it provides
exceptional leverage and stability when traversing
sidehills. And even when skinning in hike mode, the
system can deliver tremendous control and response. It can also be connected to a highback using

the touring strap that comes with many splitboard
bindings. Say goodbye to all of your skintrack fears
and sidehill slips with DEELUXE’s Stay on Track
system.
Deep Days Membrane
In the backcountry, a boot’s ability to keep your feet
warm and dry is just as important as its performance. Guided by this belief, we created our Deep
Days membrane. Waterproof and breathable, it
features a full membrane that extends throughout
the entirety of the boot. And for exceptional comfort and additional protection from the elements,
its sock-like design wraps around the liner and
foot and closes at the shin to function as a gaiter.
Dream bigger and push further with DEELUXE’s
Deep Days membrane.
D-Tex
Waterproof and breathable, this membrane ensures feet stay warm and dry.
Thermo Block
Like a space blanket for your feet, this reflective
insert maximizes warmth.
XLS
For enhanced comfort and longer strides when
skinning, this system extends the range of motion
available at the rear of the boot. Simply put, it
helps you get up the mountain faster—and with less
effort.
Backwelt
The plastic backwelt features a grooved heel for
rocking semiautomatic crampons.
Rockguard
This layer of rubber wraps around the toe box and
sides of the boot, maximizing durability by providing
protection from rocks and ice.

SOLES

ber compound is specifically engineered to endure
very low temperatures and provide superior grip
on cold and icy surfaces. Special climbing zones in
the toe and heel area offer additional traction to
make ascents safer and easier. And thanks to lugs
with a self-cleaning design, the sole readily sheds
snow, dirt, and rocks. Get ready to explore with
the Vibram Eastridge sole.
Remedy Sole
You don’t need a prescription for DEELUXE’s Remedy. Especially versatile, the Remedy sole provides
the perfect blend of traction and cushioning. It offers
exceptional grip while hiking and when it’s time to
send it, the sole’s free-floating heel cushion ensures smooth landings. And thanks to a reduced
footprint, it minimizes toe and heel drag. Give your
feet the treatment they deserve with DEELUXE’s
Remedy sole.
Skate Flex Sole
Forget the griptape and trucks—DEELUXE’s Skate
Flex sole provides the ride you need. Inspired by
skate shoes, the Skate Flex sole is super grippy and
offers enhanced boardfeel. And for protection
from harsh impacts and flat landings, select models
feature Slytech Shock Absorption in the heel.
Whether you’re lapping the park or sessioning the
streets, the Skate Flex sole rides like a champ.
EVA Cushion
EVA is a special material that maintains its flexible
properties at all temperatures. It provides optimal
performance even in extreme cold.
RISE by Bloom
Rise is an environmentally-conscious, high-performance replacement for traditional petroleum-based EVAs. Foams utilizing Bloom’s algae technology
deliver striking performance values, which make
them excellent replacements for conventional foams.
Algae’s natural thermoplastic qualities allow Rise
to meet, and in some cases exceed, performance
characteristics of conventional closed-cell flexible
foams.

Sole Concept
At DEELUXE, every boot we make is tailored to a
specific riding style and type of terrain. And our
soles play a crucial role in shaping these purpose-driven designs. With an approach inspired
by skate shoes, we’ve developed an arsenal of
soles that cater to the unique needs of today ’s
riders. Whether you’re searching for unrivaled
response when cranking out turns, bombproof
durability for backcountry missions, exceptional
cushioning for slaying kickers, or maximum boardfeel when sessioning the streets, DEELUXE’s
soles are ready to make your dreams a reality.

Battle Sole
DEELUXE’s Battle sole is a true warrior. This
hybrid design builds on the tried-and-true
technology of our Remedy and Skate Flex soles
to place an even greater emphasis on power
and precision. By enhancing the transmission
of energy, it offers more control and faster
edge-to-edge transitions. It also boosts boardfeel while providing exceptional cushioning for
protection from harsh impacts. And thanks to
a reduced footprint, it minimizes toe and heel
drag. Hold nothing back with DEELUXE’s Battle
sole.
Vibram Sole
No matter the adventure, you can depend on the
Vibram Eastridge sole. With an emphasis on traction and durability, it excels whether you’re hiking,
skinning, or riding. Its proven Vibram ICETREK rub-
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DISTRIBUTORS

ARGENTINA

CHINA

HUNGARY

NORWAY

SLOVENIA

SWITZERLAND

ON BOARD SA

BEIJING GDR SPORT CO. LTD

T & T SPORT KERESKEDELMI ES

SEASPORT IMPORT AS

EXTREME VITAL

SIDESHORE AG

LAVALLE 1675 PISO 7 OFICINA 7,

YAN MEN KOU, SHI JING SHAN

SZOLGALTATO KFT CSILLAGHEGYI

MUNKEDAMSVEIEN 20 N-0250

PUŠTAL 101 4220 ŠK.LOKA

ZINKEREISTR . 35

1048 BUENOS AIRES

BEIJING 100043, P.R.CHINA

UT 36 H-1037 BUDAPEST

OSLO

+386 4 51 57 710

CH-8633 WOLFHAUSEN

+54 9116 1958 428

+86 10 6707 2206

+36 1 437 181

+47 2283 7873

INFO@EXTREMEVITAL.COM

SWITZERLAND

ONBOARDSA.ARG@GMAIL.COM

LY@GDRSPORT.COM

+36 1 437 0180

+47 9337 4137

+41 55 263 20 77

LAZSADI.LASZLO@TANDTSPORT.HU

HELGE@SRFSNOSK8.NO

+41 55 263 20 79

ALPINE
ONLY

SIDESHORE@SIDESHORE.CH

AUSTRIA

CHILE

ISLAND

POLAND

SLOVAKIA

UKRAINE

CANADA

DEELUXE SPORTARTIKEL

COMERCIAL VALLE AMARILLO S.A.

VISTIN

SKATESHOP SP. Z.O.O. SP. K.

B.A, PRO TEAM

BUMERANG SPORT

MORDIFF DISTRIBUTION INC.

HANDELS GMBH

AVDA. LAS CONDES 7360 LAS CON-

NJÖRVASUNDI 40

UL. GRUDZIENIEC 102

MALOKARPATSKÉ NÁM. 3

STR.95

16 TODD BROOK DRIVE M9V1R4

EUROPASTRASSE 8 / I

DES, SANTIAGO

104 REYKJAVÍK

60-621 POZNAN

84103 BRATISLAVA

79035 ZELENA

TORONTO / ONTARIO

A-6322 KIRCHBICHL

+56 2 2944 4177

BERGUR@VISTIN.IS

+48 502 232 911

+421 903 4687 46

+38 032 225 7398

+1 416-520-9827

+43 (0) 5332 930 81

DANIELHOFMANN@LABOLSADELSKI.CL

PIOTR@SKATESHOP.PL

PRESPORT@CORNERBOARDSHOP.SK

+38 067 670 104

SALES@MORDIFF-DISTRIBUTION.COM

+43 (0) 5332 930 81 200

BOOMERANG_SPORT@YAHOO.COM

INFO@DEELUXE.COM

BELARUS

CZECH REPUBLIC

ITALY

PORTUGAL

SOUTH KOREA

UNITED KINGDOM

CHINA

FAMILY BOARDSHOP

DESTINY DISTRIBUTION S.R.O.

BOARDCORE S.R.L.

WHITE TRASH SUPPLY

GMP SPORTS

GROOVE ARMADA LTD

GUANGZHOU SNOW DRAGON TRA-

KALINOVSKOGO STR., 82/1-117

LUKAS PUCHTA

VIA E. OLDOFREDI 41 20124 MILANO

HUMBERTO MATIAS NIF 205690424

64, WANGSIMNI-RO SEONGDONG-

SELBOURNE HOUSE

DING COMPANY, NO.409 JIANGREN

BLR 220114 MINSK

NA ROUDNÉ 857/80 301 00 PLZEN

+39 2690 1718 9

RUA DA JUNQUERIA 272 1ESQ.

GU 04778 SEOUL, KOREA

UNIT 1 TOP FARM

THREE ROAD RENHE TOWN

TEL +375 29 502 84 99

+420 775 919 855

+39 2668 0081 4

1300-346 LISBOA PORTUGAL

PAUL@GMPCOMPANY.CO.K

RECTORY ROAD

GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG

ANNEIL@YANDEX.RU

+420 377 322 578

INFO@BOARDCORE.IT

MATIAS@WHITETRASHOP.COM

CAMPTON BEDFORDSHIRE SG17 5PF

+86 020 3603 1830 817

+44 1462 812 144

+86 020 8603 5891

INFO@GROOVEARMADA.NET

SALES@KEYLINKGROUP.NET

LUKAS.PUCHTA@DESTINYDISTRIBUTION.CZ

BELGIUM

FRANCE

JAPAN

ROMANIA

SPAIN

USA

SLOVENIA

SNOWFORCE BVBA

DEELUXE SPORTARTIKEL

CUSTOM PRODUCE INC.

SC TRANZIT

HAPPY RIDING S.L.

GLOBAL SALES GUYS

GOLTES D.O.O.

NIJVERHEIDSSTRAAT 22

HANDELS GMBH

1-10-2, YS BUILDING 2F ABIKO

INTERNATIONAL S.R.L

DUQUE DE SEVILLA N° 11 28002

621 KALAMATH STREET

SAVINJSKA CESTA 35

2570 DUFFEL

EUROPASTRASSE 8 / I

J -270-1166 CHIBA

STR. CADEREA BASTILIEI NR. 5

MADRID

DENVER, CO 80204

1420 TRBOVLJE

+32 3 491 10 40

A-6322 KIRCHBICHL

+81 471 83 23 80

1 BUCHAREST

+34 918 28 40 44

+1 970 736 0238

+386 356 330 42

JO@SNOWFORCE.BE

+43 (0) 5332 930 81

+81 471 83 24 67

+40 752 005 203

INFO@HAPPYRIDING.NET

MARTY@GLOBALSALESGUYS.COM

+386 356 330 40

KELLY@SNOWFORCE.BE

+43 (0) 5332 930 81 200

INFO@CPI-JP.COM

SHOP@H2O.RO

JANI@GOLTES.COM

SEBASTIENBOYOUD@HOTMAIL.FR

BULGARIA

GERMANY

LITHUANIA

RUSSIA

SWEDEN

USA

XTM-SPORTS MARKETING

DEELUXE SPORTARTIKEL HANDELS

SURFHOUSE UAB

CAPITAL DIST LLC

MOB DISTRIBUTION

DONEK SNOWBOARDS

45 KHAN KROUM STR. 1000 SOFIA

GMBH

“KIEK PUCIA”

BAKUNINSKAYA ST.69 BLDG 1/1-16

SCANDINAVIA

35907 E 88TH AVE

+359 8879 7744 6

EUROPASTRASSE 8 / I

RINKTINES G.55

105082 MOSCOW

LOKSTALLET. VÄSTERGATAN 3.

WATKINS, CO 80137

+359 2963 1043

A-6322 KIRCHBICHL

9207 VILNIUS

+79104072821

941 62 PITEÅ

+1 303 261 0100

SNOW@XTMSPORTS.COM

+43 (0) 5332 930 81

+37 0527 361 00

ROMAN.KADYMOV@CAPITALDIST.RU

+46 911 27 47 00

SEAN MARTIN

+43 (0) 5332 930 81 200

ARTIOMAS@SURFHOUSE.LT

JONAS@MOBDIST.COM

SMARTIN@DONEK.COM

CANADA

GREECE

NETHERLANDS

SINGAPORE

SWITZERLAND

KOREA

PASSION SALES AGENCY

SKLATINIOTI O.E.

NEWSPORTS BERT DEN BOER

THE RIDE SIDE PRIVATE LIMITED

SIDESHORE AG

BEST EXTREME CO.,LTD.

JEROME KHAN

AMFIKLIA FTHIOTIDAS, 35002

LORENTZSTRAAT 47 2665JG

1 UBI VIEW #03-14 FOCUS ONE BU

ZINKEREISTR . 35

HTTP://BESTSNOWBOARD.CO.KR

17 EDWARD STREET EAST

AMFIKLIA

BLEISWIJK

408555 SINGAPORE

CH-8633 WOLFHAUSEN

TEL : 82.2.3442.4686 / FAX :

CAN L0M 1G0 CREEMORE

+30 210 2825 481

+31 6 260 14 777

DAPHNE@THERIDESIDE.COM

SWITZERLAND

82.2.512.9207

+1 416 826 6211

+30 697 4331 381

BERT@NEWSPORTS.NL

+41 55 263 20 77

TEL : 82.2.514.5113

PASSIONSALESAGENCY@GMAIL.COM

TOM@BESTBOARDS.GR

+41 55 263 20 79

GUMEN BUILDING 1-2F

SIDESHORE@SIDESHORE.CH

NONHYUN_DONG 228
GANGNAM_GU SEOUL.KOREA
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INFO@DEELUXE.COM
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